GRESHAM'S PUPILS CELEBRATE GCSE RESULTS, WITH 92% OF PAPERS AWARDED A*-C GRADES

Gresham’s pupils consistently perform well in their GCSE examinations, with the overall percentage of A*-C grades (or equivalent) across all subjects hitting 92%, and 25% of all papers taken awarded an A* grade (or equivalent).

This year’s pupils have once again produced high results and congratulations go to Fenella Henderson-Chia and Luke Nash (below, right) who both achieved a clean sweep of A* grades (or equivalent). Fenella hopes, after embarking on the IB Diploma in September, to read Medicine at university. Luke would like to study Natural Sciences at Oxbridge, and the pair’s results stand them in good stead to pursue these ambitions.

Luke said: “I am absolutely over the moon. I’ve had invaluable support from all my teachers and, in particular, my tutor Mr Hipperson.”

Luke and Fenella are in good company at Gresham’s with the following pupils gaining excellent results: Garris Kranz achieved three A* and, under the reformed 9-1 system, three 9s, an 8 and a 7; Jonas Lee was awarded three A*, an A and a B, five 9s and one 8; Polly Worrall (below) was celebrating three A*, five 8s and one 7; and Jessica Beeley received four A*, four 9s, an 8 and a 7.

Headmaster, Douglas Robb, said: “Well done to our GCSE cohort on what is, once again, a fantastic set of GCSE results. Pupils should be incredibly proud not only of their results, but also of the way they have conducted themselves in the run up to and during exam season, which has enabled them to get the results they deserved, we certainly are proud of them all.”
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